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Building collects via the Web?
Information and mobilization on cancer websites

Madeleine Akrich, Cécile Méadel, Catherine Rémy

INTRODUCTION

In this article the authors analyse the construction of cancer patient profiles through websites offering information on the disease. For reasons explained below, it seems that in France a largely traditional definition of patients prevails, regarding their relationship with members of the medical profession: patients entrust therapeutic decisions concerning themselves to their doctors, and their active participation is engaged only in so far as it is a necessary part of the treatment. Yet this patient profile has changed profoundly in other fields over the past twenty years, primarily through the action of patient organizations.

Patient organizations, initially focused mainly on mutual support, have now succeeded in obtaining recognition – especially in the case of chronic diseases – of a form of patient's "expertise" which is more than pure medical knowledge. Based on their early experiences, these forms of intervention have been diversified and are situated between two extremes: on the one hand, organizations whose position is complementary to that of the medical world, as they provide psychological and social support for patients without encroaching upon medical prerogatives; and, on the other hand, organizations that claim to occupy a key position in the organization of healthcare and the definition of treatment, and which are therefore often in conflict with the medical world whose supremacy they challenge (Rabeharisoa & Callon, 2000). In France the latter tendency has been increasing and some organizations are expanding into new fields. They are claiming the right to participate in the formulation of health policies, care protocols and research orientations. These trends concern mainly the pathologies of Aids and other chronic, rare or genetic diseases. (Barbot, 2002; Carricaburu, 1993; Rabeharisoa, 2003, 2006). The "epistemological" position of patient organizations indicates a clear dividing line between the two approaches: when an organization acquires the means to analyse and interpret medical knowledge in relation to patients' preoccupations, and considers itself as a source of knowledge that warrants consideration in the elaboration of research and treatment strategies, it clearly corresponds to the second type.

The world of cancer nevertheless seems to function according to a more traditional model. Originally many patient organizations were created as "charities", whose main objective was to support and inform patients. Some have been, or still are, advocacy groups supporting specific demands of patients, but on issues peripheral to the general organization of care and treatment: the announcement (the way patients are told that they have cancer) treatment for pain, socio-economic aspects, etc. Some contribute substantially towards supporting
research but the roles are strictly separate: while the general public is mobilized through fund-raising, professional experts decide on fund allocation. In short, French cancer organizations are hardly a threat to the authority of medical professionals who made a concerted effort to standardize protocols on a national scale in the 1990s, leaving little space for debate on the subject (Castel & Friedberg, 2004).

This situation is very different from the one prevailing in the United States. For the past twenty years the Health Social Movements have developed a far more militant approach to the work of non-profit organizations in the field of cancer. Apart from providing their members with support, cancer organizations fight on every front: for recognition of rights, participating in health policy-making, setting the research agenda, demanding quality care, evaluating treatment strategies, analysing the causes of cancer, and so on. There is not a single area in which these organizations have not contributed specifically (Brown Phil, 2004). At the origin of these movements there seem to be a few strong personalities who have been able to make the connection between personal experience and political issues – something unknown in France in this domain:

They made public their own experience of breast cancer and their encounters with the medical system and, in so doing, redefined breast cancer as a political concern. (...) all four women presented their own histories in accounts which did not separate the physical and emotional experience of breast cancer from detailed information about the status of scientific research and clinical procedures. (Anglin, 1997)

The work by these organizations is instrumental in the construction of new patient profiles and the transformation of behaviours and practices (Barbot, 2006). Direct action on public policies and patients’ rights, elaborating and disseminating documents, tools, guidelines and information for the public, and direct support to individuals are all ways in which collective mobilization transforms patients and their relations with the medical world.

Alongside these movements, or in parallel with them, the spectacular development of the Internet and its uses seems to be a vector of this trend. It affords access to the scientific literature and is a window onto organizations and practices in other countries. The interested public can therefore draw on references other than the French medical community. The Internet also makes other forms of engagement visible and proposes different models of militant organization. Finally, its interactivity and the interaction it allows for can facilitate the formation of specific points of view and new ways of articulating individual experience to collective positions (Akrich & Méadel, 2007).

Doctors are aware of this and fear the potential subversion of traditional knowledge and hierarchies. The usual accusation regarding the upsurge of the Internet concerns the proliferation of information which is claimed to often be erroneous and misleading rather than being helpful to patients. Our study was funded by the National Cancer Institute to answer this very question on the nature and quality of cancer-related information on the Internet.

In parallel with this potential change from the outside, it seems that the oncology community is also evolving. In particular, in dialogue with patients it appears to recognize the uncertainty which remains, despite the advancement of new knowledge. Thus, oncologists have switched from 'not saying anything' to 'speaking in uncertain terms' during consultations (Ménoret, 2007). In other words, it seems that even in one-to-one conversations between doctors and patients, a space of discussion and negotiation is opening up.

In the rest of this article we characterize the profiles of cancer patients as they appear on a large number of French websites. Many sites belong to non-profit organizations; others are
initiatives by the medical profession; others still are produced by professional organizations linked to the media sphere. Apart from a general review of the competencies and rights associated with patients, on the role of information in determining their capacities to act, and on the place granted to patients and their families to express themselves, the sites related to patient organizations raise specific questions. For instance, what are the forms of engagement pertaining to cancer, in the French non-profit organization movement? In particular, how can the division of tasks that each organization institutes between doctors, patients and itself be characterized, and how does it articulate its support activities with its activism?

In parallel, we examine the role of the Internet in shaping this engagement, and the forms of writing peculiar to the Web. This writing has the characteristic of affording the possibility of a multiplication of enunciators and thus of facilitating encounters and the formation of collectives, that is, individuals talking in the same voice with specific aims. In what way do the uses to which the various "authors" of websites put these possibilities allow for the creation of new knowledge, the emergence of new collectives, and the performance of new actor configurations?

To answer these questions, our presentation is divided into three parts:

- First, we consider the status and format of medical information, as delivered on websites. In particular, we examine the designated enunciators, the authority on which their information is based, and the mise en scène of the context of enunciation. What position is assigned to the recipients of this information? Is there space for uncertainty and debate?

- In the second part we characterize the presence of laypersons' and patients' talk. In particular, we examine its possible link with that of professionals, and that of "science". Are there any forms of articulation between individual experiences and collective forms of expression?

- Finally, in the third part, we analyse the patient profiles that each website constructs in its public, both through the proposed content and through the modalities of action afforded by the site itself. We consider the "patients", their possibilities to act and the competencies attributed to them. How does the site describe a patient's relations with healthcare professionals? What choices does the patient have? What leeway does he or she have to define him- or herself through the site itself? What are the relations between the patient profile, that of the activist and that of the donor of funds?

Our analysis is based on a varied sample of French websites, selected from a set of 30 sites. Some US sites are used as a contrast, to explore dimensions unknown in France and to broaden the spectrum of possibilities.

I. VARIOUS MODELS OF MEDICAL KNOWLEDGE

What information is proposed on websites intended for patients? It is important to point out that even though the aim of cancer websites is to talk about the disease, they do not necessarily focus on its medical aspects. On some the activities organized by the collective, concerning the disease, are discussed: support operations (e.g. the dreams come true for
young patients of Arc en ciel), planned encounters with others, life within the organization, fund-raising, and so on. Others provide information on the disease but concerning its psychological, legal and social rather than medical aspects (e.g. data sheets on patients' rights drawn up by Jeunes Solidarité Cancer, and surveys on patients' quality of life). For some of them the explicit aim is to support patients in hospital (Ametist). Others are personal sites which recount the lost cause of a patient, very often a child. In this vast corpus, we selected sites which devote a significant amount of space to informing non-professionals on the disease: definition of cancer, explanation of its mechanisms, possible treatments, screening, prognostics, etc.

There is more than one approach to achieve the explicit objective of informing patients and supplying them with knowledge on the disease, even though cancer websites as a whole are far more homogeneous than websites in other areas of health. By highlighting the differences, it is possible to construct a typology of these information formats, based on several criteria: the rhetorical type, with its guarantee of authority; the way in which the enunciator is presented; the choice of the explicit or implicit recipients, and the position assigned to them. For this purpose we distinguish four main types of information, which we have called: the lesson; framework information; dialogical information; and engaged information.

To illustrate each of these four particular types of website we use an example, although the sites are not necessary confined to a single type of information; with the multiplication of pages and enriched menus they do not always correspond to a "pure" information model.

**THE LESSON: INFORMATION IN THE FORM OF A MONOLOGUE**

In this first type, the lesson, information consists of established, timeless and unquestioned truths. There is no place for uncertainty on definitions of the disease, the validity of treatments, the quality of care, etc. For instance, the Arc site specifies that "knowledge evolves daily" but then presents an objective, rigid, timeless, decontextualized form of knowledge. This intangibility is materialized by the form in which the information is presented: very often downloadable PDF documents.
Yet this is not the rhetoric of a scientific article, the question of certification is not mentioned and the language is suited to its implicit public. This type of information focuses on scientific results and not knowledge production. The authors’ specific work consists in producing these truths in a language accessible to the layperson. But these enunciators, who have made a huge effort at translation, are not presented; they are anonymous and absent. It is science that is talking and its authority has no need for guarantees.

On the Arc site, in a brochure devoted to prostate cancer, the disease is described in totally objective terms: the actants are the biological entities, tumours, cells, medical actors (doctors, gastro-enterologists, urologists, etc.). The patients are present in two forms: most often as an indistinct entity, "the patients", who, like a statistical entity, have several behaviours and characteristics ("patients may have diarrhoea, patients have side-effects, patients follow a diet"). More rarely, the patient is individualized when he or she has contact with the doctor – "the doctor takes the patient's general condition into account" – but he or she does not for all that have autonomy or the capacity to express a personal point of view. Whether plural or singular, the patient is always in a passive position.

We note that in the Arc's brochures, the addressee is mentioned only in the introduction, when the purpose of the document is presented: "the purpose of this document is to review with you¹ the symptoms, diagnosis and treatment of prostate cancer". Everywhere else the "you" disappears and the reader becomes implicit: this is the person who wants to learn about cancer, without his or her relationship to the disease being clarified. And like the objectified patient in the brochures, the reader has no leeway: the PDF file is closed and allows no connection to be made with other sources of information; the reader can only learn the lesson delivered. The contract is explicit and repeated: "know cancer better to conquer it better".

¹ Our emphasis.
The patient and the addressee are therefore called to the same position of observation: learn medical authority's lesson to behave as it sees fit (as it expects).

**Framework information: the passive patient**

In the second type of information, that we have called framework information, the patient is likewise inactive but is better represented. The information is as closed as in the first type, the doctors' expertise is not called into question, and uncertainties are rare or even absent. Yet the profile of a patient does appear in several respects, not only as the good subject of medicine, but also as the reader to convince, the patient to advise, and the information-seeker to satisfy.

In the data sheets of the organization *Europa Donna*, a "European coalition against breast cancer", the discourse on medical knowledge is presented as a certainty: unique, sure, unquestioned. Even though a doubt is sometimes expressed, it is in the conditional:

> The advantage of this technique may be to avoid the unwanted side-effects of an axillary curage. When the lymph nodes removed and analysed are not invaded by cancerous cells (we also say they are 'negative'), the sentinel node technique may make it possible to avoid an axillary curage in 50% of patients whose tumour is smaller than 3 centimetres and 70-80% of patients whose tumour is smaller than 1 centimetre.

But the slight doubt introduced here is not explained further and all the reader understands is that everyone (but who?) should not be convinced by the virtues of the sentinel node.

Despite the closed nature of the information, the model does not however correspond to the popularized brochure. Unlike the "lesson"s in the first type, *Europa Donna*s data sheets use the forms of certification of scientific texts:
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The sheets are signed and the author is situated, the article is dated, the place of publication is indicated, and links are proposed. Unlike the first model, this one implies a reader who expects the guarantors (of the validity of the information) to be explicit. The enunciator is clearly indicated and so is the addressee. In the following sheet on Tamoxifène, a drug which reduces the risk of relapse, the information is presented as a series of questions by a patient, answered by a doctor.
When the sheet is considered as a whole, it is obvious that the doctor-author drew up the list of questions, and not the patients or their representatives. This is simply a rhetorical approach that the author has chosen to make him- or herself understood. The organization itself does not intervene directly as a collective able to provide information, to ask questions, set hypotheses or even propose interpretations. Its members act only as professionals and not as participants in the organization (their professional status appears on the articles and one has to go into the masthead of the website to see that they have functions in the organization). Thus, the site proposes explanations of patients’ positions, preferably by recognized professionals or through "scientific studies" on patients' behaviours.

*Europa Donna* prides itself on representing patients, mainly through its capacity to designate the representatives who will not only talk with authority but will also be able to take into account the patients, the questions they may have and the things they have difficulty understanding, and thus to guide them better.

Hence, this is no dialogue between the holder of the knowledge and the pupil, for here the patient or layperson has no space available to intervene. The relationship between the enunciator and the addressee remains asymmetrical. The patient is only represented by an authorized mediator – unlike the case of the first type of information.

**DIALOGUE INFORMATION: INFORMATION THROUGH INTERACTION**

The third type of information, that we have called dialogue information, is slightly more open to possible interaction around certified medical information on cancer. It is possible here, if not to engage in debate, then at least to establish a form of dialogue, non-fictive this time, between the medical authority and the patient. No longer simply an addressee, the patient becomes a legitimate enunciator. There is thus an attempt to take into account the patient's position and the questions that he or she may have.

The homepage of the breast cancer website [www.cancer-sein.net](http://www.cancer-sein.net) informs us that it is produced by a loose collective (in that it is unclear how it is organized, who leads it, and even if there actually is a real structure) steered by medical institutions, with a scientific committee and author-contributors, all of whom are practitioners. Yet the enunciator does not only talk
from her position as an unquestionable and unquestioned expert. After the first page one finds three types of enunciator. The first is clearly established: she answers the questions listed on the left of the screen and which are supposed to interest the visitor, in the form of a text or oral recording. This enunciator is however never explicitly presented, nor identifiable; she talks authoritatively, simply and affirmatively, expressing no doubt; she is neither a doctor nor a patient. The second enunciator is the visitor embedded in the site, and with whom we assume the other visitors identify since they have to use the same way of formulating their questions. In this case, there is some degree of confusion between this enunciator and the addressee. Finally, we find a third type of enunciator on certain pages: women who have had cancer and whose testimony has been recorded and divided into short sessions, placed next to the questions they address.

We do not know much about these women, apart from a black and white photograph, a first name, their age and the age of their cancer, but this presentation creates a very sharp contrast between the universal enunciator, who is absent, and these "physically" present enunciators on the Web. The fact that what they say is not accessible in a written form, and can be grasped only in the continuity of a recording, strengthens the contrast with the other information formats on the site. On the pages for professionals, even when the information is formulated as an oral recording, it is always accompanied by a transcription. In contrast, when the patient talks her speech is always attached to the person and is therefore related to a form of subjectivity.

**Contextualized information: information in action**

The fourth type of information is like the expert knowledge model, in which an expert expresses him- or herself, based on the sole authority of the scientific literature. However, in this model the information is configured differently. Here the source of the information is the patients themselves and not professional knowledge. This configuration does not exist on any of the French-language sites that we studied. It corresponds to the status that US organizations attribute to information, especially the two very large organizations that we studied: the American Cancer Society (ACS) and the National Breast Cancer Coalition (NBCC).
The visitor seeking information on breast cancer on the ACS website finds an offer addressed specifically to her. Even the explanatory sheets on cancer go further than the dialogue-information described above. The visitor who wants to know everything about breast cancer first has to situate her level of knowledge; does she want information that is general, detailed or more specialized? Next, she has the choice between several formats: general explanations on cancer, a more specific consultation on her case (the decision tool that will help her to understand her treatment better and to interact with her doctor), optimistic accounts by former patients, precise information on therapeutic options, etc.

As on the sites considered above, the information produced by the patients themselves – for example their participation in forums – is disconnected from the part of the website strictly devoted to the presentation of knowledge on the medical aspects of the disease. But here the patient-visitor is represented at each stage of her search; the information is formulated in relation to her – or even the multiple hers that she may be – to give her the possibility to understand and participate (as the following section title indicates: “News you can use”). Like the readers, the enunciators are multiple: besides the experts, clearly situated on the side of the organization and its members, are patients, doctors and politicians who all express themselves to answer the questions put to the organization.

These two US cases seem particularly interesting because they propose a way of expressing patients’ points of view with authority, anchored in collectively accepted claims. This integration of patients into the actual organization of information and its rhetoric has two characteristics: the renewal of information, and its articulation to the organization’s objectives. The information proposed is not closed and rigid, as in other models. The articles are dated, the dates of revision are indicated, and syntheses of the current state of research are proposed, with an extensive, recent and updated bibliography.

The plurality of authors and the renewal of the knowledge proposed (or at least the spirit of providing updated information) do not generate a fragmentation of the site or an effect of
cacophony because they are organized in line with the organizations' main political orientations. The two organizations are interested not only in care for patients; they also take a stand in major controversies on the subject. On its site the NBCC explains the positions it defends.

**POSITION PAPERS**

**Abortion and Breast Cancer Risk**
It has been hypothesized that surgical and spontaneous abortions increase breast cancer risk. However, the largest and most reliable research studies show that there is no association between either kind of abortion and risk of breast cancer. Based on the science described above, NBCC does not support any public policy efforts that imply such a link exists.

**Access to Investigational Interventions Outside of Clinical Trials**
Access to investigational interventions outside of clinical trials undermines the clinical trials system and the principle of evidence-based medicine. It has the potential to seriously harm individuals and raises important issues of fairness. For these reasons, the National Breast Cancer Coalition (NBCC) believes that access to investigational interventions outside of clinical trials should be allowed only in very limited circumstances.

**Breast Cancer Advocate Involvement in the Research Process**
Breast cancer advocates who are trained, educated and represent a patient constituency must be meaningfully involved in all aspects of decision-making that affect breast cancer research. This is the only way to ensure that funds are effectively spent and adequately address the causes and prevention of breast cancer, develop optimal treatments and cures for breast cancer, and focus on the best possible means to eradicate the disease.

**Breast Self-Exam**

If the visitor to the website has questions on self-palpation of the breasts, her point of view will correspond to that of the organization, contrary to that of many professionals, but she will also know what the right questions to ask doctors are, what their position in the controversy is, or the groups she can contact for support or to join them. She may even receive the ad hoc training enabling her to become an effective activist in the struggle for other forms of screening.

In this model of contextualized information, everything is done to give the patient the capacity to act, so that she can absorb what she is told – even if she needs to ask questions or to complete the information with other sources – and react to the information she receives, whether from the website or from a doctor.

To our knowledge this type of information, which empowers the patient by equipping her with knowledge directly correlated with her own questions, experience and life history, does not exist on French websites (it was not found on any of the 40 sites that we studied). In the lessons, the information dispensed on these sites seems to range from a position in which the patient is objectified, to limited forms of representation, from the most projective, framework-information, to the least prescribed forms in dialogue-information. Their aim is nevertheless to talk to laypersons and to be heard by them. How do they achieve this?

**II. PROFESSIONALS' TALK / PATIENTS' TALK**

We have just seen that the medical information proposed on French sites is relatively closed. Yet, without having the striking impact of the information on US sites, the dialogue-type of information illustrates the existence of more moderate positions in which patients and their points of view are not disregarded. In this section we are going to consider in more detail the question of patients' talk on websites devoted to cancer. We will see that certain
mechanisms grant visibility and legitimacy to this lay talk. Does this mean that the medical profession's ascendancy is being undermined? Is there a production of "lay" knowledge capable of competing with or destabilizing professional knowledge?

**Patients' talk privatized**

French patient organizations act in a context in which certified information is valued. On the whole, this certification enables professionals to control content, and makes it possible to avoid the problem of uncertainty in scientific knowledge. How do organizations manage the tension between certification of information and free speech for patients, afforded by the Internet? One way may consist in privatizing access to patients' talk. Even though this privatization precludes wide dissemination of what is written, it also enhances a feeling of belonging to a community, by clearly delineating an inside and an outside.

This is the case, for instance, of Ensemble contre le GIST (“Together against GIST”), an organization set up to provide information and to bring together patients with GIST (Gastro Intestinal Stromal Tumour), a very rare form of sarcoma in the digestive tract. The organization's website is constructed around a demarcation between two spaces: a space open to visitors, offering general information on the disease, and a forum reserved for members. Most of the informative articles are signed by doctors on the scientific committee. In no way is this central role played by experts undermined by the laypersons' talk, which is limited to a small group of individuals.

**The patients' talk juxtaposed**

Other websites limit this encounter between professional talk and lay talk, by creating a clear separation between the two spaces. Lay talk does exist, but the architecture of the site makes it difficult, if not impossible, to use what is said beyond the "official" space in which it is expressed.

This is the case for example of the private site Doctissimo which offers medical information. One section of the site focuses on cancer. For each type of cancer the visitor has access to information in various forms: popularized articles, educational sheets, videos, tests,
brochures and forums. This multiplication of media is organized around a clear distinction between, on the one hand, professionals who provide a wide range of information on the disease and, on the other, anonymous individuals who have only a pseudonym and no authority. No real value is attributed to the patients' talk; the forums are designed above all as places of communication and interaction, based on a model of mutual help rather than advocacy or imparting knowledge.

Le sein dans tous ses états

De la puberté à la ménopause, les seins sont l'objet de toutes les attentions et de toutes les peurs. La découverte d'une grosseur est l'objet d'un retentissement psychologique très élevé. Sans la négliger, sachez cependant que la plupart des lésions du sein sont bénignes.
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The invitation to participate in the forums appears at the bottom of the page and leads to a space separate from that of official information. The idea is clearly to exchange opinions with other people in the same situation. In other words, it is limited to encounters between laypersons. Consequently, none of these discussions feed into the debates in the professional space.

**Patients' talk at the heart of the system**

While certain French websites privatize access to patients' talk or limit it to a secondary role, others transform it into legitimate and indispensable discourse.

This is for instance the case of the website of *Essentielles*, a breast cancer patients' organization. The importance of lay talk on the disease is established from the home page. The structure of this page, on which the presentation of personal experiences is set next to access to the forum, highlights the "active and enlightened" patients that each visitor can easily learn more about at a click. A small boxed section on the right of the screen, on the same level as access to the forums, informs the visitor that: "Essentielles.net was born from
the wish to enable women affected directly or indirectly by breast cancer to meet one another, by providing them with a space of information and communication tools to talk about and share their experiences and to break the isolation and taboos created by the disease". It is thus the site as a locus of interaction that is promoted, rather than the site as a provider of general, disembodied medical information, even though such information is also present.

The Essentielles site is based on the model of a community: that of women suffering from breast cancer and, more generally, all women in so far as they could contract the disease. The governing board of the organization is composed of patients only or of (female) relatives of patients.

This community model appears clearly on the forums, which are highly active and cover diverse subjects, from the disease and doctor-patient relations to questions of day-to-day life. The participants express themselves, interact and sometimes virulently criticize the medical profession, in particular.
Some excerpts:

**I feel like flying into a rage**

[68512] posted on 24/01/2007 09:14:00

by simusette

it's disgusting!!
i was supposed to have my appointment with my onco in december, and when i phoned in june for the appointment the secretary told me to call back in september, which i did, and then she told me: mr randria's in a consultation, i don't have his diary, call back later, so now my visit's overdue and i don't dare phone anymore!!
this really gets to me!!!!
even my dog's vet sends me a letter proposing a date!!!
it's not fair
simusette

**to simusette**

[72049] posted on 03/03/2007 09:34:00

by dandoune007

hi,

I was browsing on forums and I came across the patient forum....

I had my first breast cancer in 2003 (a second one in 2004 and a third in 2006).

At the time the surgeon more or less imposed his oncologist on me (at the time I didn't even know what an oncologist was!).

**My relations with this oncologist were very strained**: very cold, always in a hurry, no human contact, impossible to get answers to my questions, etc. I was just a file among many!!! I'd walk out of there totally depressed...

Considering my condition, three doctors (from a different specialty) advised me to change oncologists: it's doable. You just have to make an appointment with a new onco and he'll get your file transferred ...

I did it, with no regrets: part of the healing is through one's relations with a doctor and through the interaction ... and with the DIALOGUE that's established. **For God's sake, it's not just a common cold that we've got, it's a matter of life and death!**

__________________________

2 My emphasis.
Check out all the oncos available near you, and then choose...

Good luck

**effect Fec100**

[85771] posted on 08/08/2007 20:51:00

by Caracol

well yeah **there is a trick**, Emend ! Mary do you know why they didn't give it to you? I thought that it was part of the Fec "standard pack", but it seems that it's quite new.

In any case **people who've used it tend to say** that Emend's very effective for nausea. I had it for my 3 Fec100, and apart from the horrible taste that ruined my appetite, I had hardly any nausea.

But Emend will only be useful for your next chemo. In the meantime I don't know what to advise you, maybe anti-nausea bracelets, those that press on an acupuncture point on the inside of the wrist, between the two tendons, about two finger-widths down from the hand. If you don't have bracelets you can always try to massage this point.

Good luck!

The patients relate their experience. In so doing they often criticize the medical professionals’ attitude – described as cold, distant, inhuman, authoritarian –, urge other women to react – to "take things in hand", change doctors –, or give advice relative to treatment or daily life – many messages concern side-effects and "tricks" to alleviate them. This lay talk moves into areas traditionally reserved for professionals, and provides a counterpoint to the general information given on the website, which is produced in collaboration with doctors and remains relatively "rigid". The charter specifies that "the site was originally a personal initiative and receives no institutional nor laboratory sponsorship. This guarantees it total independence and impartiality". On the other hand, thematic files are created with the collaboration of experts (surgeons, oncologists, geneticists, etc.) who are asked individually
to write articles, depending on the subject. On the Essentielles website, lay talk is thus recognized and active, even if this is not reflected in the experts' space by a dynamic presentation of knowledge.

The website of the organization Anamacap, which supports prostate cancer patients, proposes a different model. Patients are described as important speakers and knowledge on the disease is presented as evolving. This characteristic singularizes the Anamacap site on the French scene. The approach is defended from the home page. For example, in the "Communication" section, which reports on conferences and various scientific meetings, the chairman of Anamacap recounts his meeting with "an eminent professor":

This summer in Virginia I met Dr Charles Myers, who's currently the leading prostate cancer specialist in the world (who himself has prostate cancer in an advanced stage). Here are the drugs and diet that he recommends after a localized treatment, to delay any relapse. You'll see that all the recommendations are supported by scientific research. This will enable you to address the subject seriously with your doctors. I've had the opportunity to once again specify that ANAMACaP does not give advice; it informs on practices in France and especially abroad. Roland Muntz.

The organization provides evolving information that patients can use in consultations with their doctor. Patients are defined as actors in their own right in so far as their treatment is concerned. This active view of the patient is also materialized on the site by the appeal for everyone to express themselves in the forums. In the middle of the home page, two sections are presented side-by-side: "The latest articles" and "Your most recent accounts". This juxtaposition is repeated at the bottom of the page, with "Glossary: did you know?" and "Most recent messages from the forum". The site designers have thus linked the imparting of knowledge with patients' talk. It nevertheless seems that Anamacap's objective is not attained, as there is very little activity in the forums on the site.
The two examples above show that patients' talk is effectively visible and promoted on certain French websites. For instance, as regards side-effects, patients express themselves, question the medical profession, advise one another, and so on. Yet even though there is dialogue and debate, to believe that lay knowledge is thus constituted would be a hasty conclusion. On closer inspection of the forums, the main locus of expression of patients' talk, we see that they are badly organized and hardly legible. There are few or no syntheses or overviews, which would be essential to translate particular issues into general terms and produce transmissible knowledge on the disease. In the third excerpt from the Essentielles site, for example, the participant tries to synthesize information circulating on forums to substantiate what she has said ("people who've used it tend to say"), which illustrates the plethora of available information. We also find messages or attempts to synthesize messages, highlighted by the participants themselves. Yet there is no identified spokesperson for this patient talk. The absence of a spokesperson complicates the shift from an individual to a collective level. It also makes it difficult to modify the usual positioning of the patients' talk vis-à-vis the professionals' talk.

In general, on the sites studied, it appears that patients' talk has a limited impact on the production of official knowledge and the medical profession's ascendency. Are these organizations thus trying to anticipate the medical profession's reactions to the proliferation of uncertified information? Although we cannot answer this question fully, we note that certain organizations privatize the space reserved for lay interaction, and that those which expose this talk are not equipped with tools to transform it into more general statements, that is, to translate it from the individual to the collective level.
III. The recipient's modes of action

In the preceding sections we focused primarily on the definition of the patient's relationship to knowledge or, more precisely, to the mutual co-definition of the patient and of the different forms of knowledge. We observed that in France many sites establish a clear distinction between two worlds: that of medical knowledge, implicitly or explicitly based on scientific references, presented as unquestionable facts, and to which the "public" has access only through a professional screen, and that of patients' subjective and local experiences, which cannot obtain real access to the status of knowledge.

The way in which an articulation between these two spaces is organized, or not, varies and outlines different positions: the ARC site proposes almost no articulation; that of cancersein.net establishes supposedly professional/lay interaction as a framework for the formatting and enunciation of lay knowledge; and the Anamacap site is characterized by patient-experts' critical perspective on knowledge. These different models also suggest different models of action for the patient-recipients thus represented.

In this section we complete this overview by endeavouring to provide partial answers to some of the questions raised at the beginning of the paper. If we posit that the transformation of an individual's relationship with the medical world is based on "equipment" for action, provided by authorities that need to be identified, including many non-profit organizations, it is crucial to analyse cancer sites in particular. One of the characteristics of websites is precisely that they are not content simply to describe or prescribe possible actions; they get people to do things. Browsing these interwoven texts requires actions from the visitor. Although these actions are embedded in the site architecture, their sequence is always the result of the user's interaction with the site. Moreover, in certain cases these websites afford possibilities for action with distant effects: one can react in a forum, propose an article, join an organization, donate funds, etc.

This description of action enables us to encompass the different components of the site more broadly. Until now we have concentrated on spaces devoted mainly to medical information, intended for patients, and on those that welcome an input by the people concerned, the patients and their families. In other words, we have focused on a particular addressee, the patient. Analysing sites from this new perspective, we see a multiplicity of addressees emerging.

Profiles of Internet users and forms of action

Five main addressee categories can be identified: the patient, the potential patient, the member of a "community" of fate, the donor, and the activist.

The donor is easy to identify: he or she is addressed directly and unhesitatingly shown what to do. On the ARC site, we could say that donors are the main addressees. From the home page a multitude of elements converge towards the donor: the central appeal – "support research" – against an orange background, the only injunction on the page; the short film designed to rid the potential donor of any reticence concerning the effectiveness of research; the many marks of certification ("general interest campaign" label, C, BVQI, public utility); and the central part presented as a window onto the functioning of the ARC, designed to erase the memory of past irregularities.
The visitor who is captured by the invitation and responds by clicking on the orange rectangle, is presented with a series of very concrete propositions, equipped to enable him or her to act – including via the most direct intermediary available, on-line payment.

*Your support is essential for the advancement of research*
*On-line donations*
*Donations by post*
*Automatic debit order*
*Life insurance*
*Bequests*
*Donations*
*All help the ARC*

On the ARC site, as on many other sites that establish the donor as the addressee, very little information in terms of orientation of the funded research is given on the precise use of the funds. This disconnection corresponds to the traditional division of tasks and competencies.

The potential patient is the person to whom the prevention campaigns are addressed. He or she is also engaged and oriented towards action proposed by and on the site. An example is Doctissimo, which has created a series of tests for visitors to assess their personal risk of contracting cancer, and which indicates what each individual can do to reduce the risks. The Ligue contre le Cancer site likewise proposes a personalized health monitoring service based on a similar combination of action both on and off the website. The site thus becomes the vehicle through which individual action, deployed over time, is organized.
The forums present on many websites appeal to the visitor as a potential member of a "community of fate". This appeal is not necessarily organized as such by the site designers; it appears through the topics of the various chats – "need", "request", "help", "panic", "?" –, which are all appeals sent out to companions in misfortune. As we have seen, the Essentielles site is built around its forums, but this policy goes much further, in a very explicit way. From the home page, the visitor is invited to become a "member of the site". A "community" is thus formed. By clicking on one of the forums listed on this page, the visitor is on the "Community" page, also accessible at the centre of the menu placed at the top of the site. There she is encouraged to participate in expanding this community by inserting a link to the site from her own site.

On the home page of the www.cancerdusein.org website, the mobilization of the visitor, or her transformation into an engaged individual, appears as the leitmotif. This engagement is the aim of a series of injunctions and possible actions converging towards this objective. For example, a short questionnaire is supposed to test the Internet user's knowledge on the "pink ribbon" worn during breast cancer month, the organization's main action. This relates directly to the model of solidarity engagement around AIDS. Messages urge visitors to participate in the event. A series of videos, grouped together under the title "personalities involve themselves: mobilizing talk against disease", presents each person's approach and particular
meaning attached to engagement. The “news” section lists the institutional actors or firms that participate in the operation and enable individuals to join the movement in various forms: by buying a special edition pen, ordering bracelets, etc. This aspect has a low level of representation on most French sites, in sharp contrast with US sites, where a range of possible actions for engagement is deployed: donations, participation in events, voluntary work for the organization, and activism in the full sense.

Finally, the patient profile is present everywhere, but primarily through the medical information described above. As we have seen, on most French sites this information sets patients in a position of exteriority regarding the knowledge itself and their relative submission to the holders of such knowledge.

**THE COMBINATION OF PATIENT PROFILES**

As noted in the introduction, in the US the emergence of movements active in the field of cancer has been facilitated and even allowed for by forms of articulation between formerly separate domains, from personal life experiences to critical analysis of the healthcare system and the organization of research. Hence, the importance of examining this possible articulation, now that we have identified the different forms of engagement in websites.

From this point of view, the difference between French and US websites is striking. Most French sites have one or two main types of addressee, exceptionally three. Very significantly, the articulation between these different addressee profiles is virtually non-existent. The sites organize a form of juxtaposition, using the possibilities afforded by the Web, to delineate the separate spaces more clearly than on paper.

For example on the [www.cancerdusein.org](http://www.cancerdusein.org) site, the two lines of the menu on the home page relate to the engaged person, and to the patient, respectively. But there is no link between the two. Once the visitor has entered into a particular space, there is no communication apart from the double bar present on each page.
The ARC site is based on an equally strong and clear dichotomy. Sometimes mediation does exist through the potential patient profile and the role of prevention. Acting for prevention may mean adopting a position between the patient and the activist.

Apart from juxtaposition, certain sites deploy a mediation strategy. This is obvious on Essentielles. Next to the community, one finds the organization. The mediation between these two spaces relies on the fact that the members of the Board of Governors, who represent the organization, are above all patients. "Political" declarations are formulated as the expression of a particular person (not clearly identified, so that anyone can relate to them), in a forum. The "we" can be constructed only on the basis of the "I", defined by this community of fate. We can probably assume that this is a transitory situation. The mechanisms for participation and intervention, which the government and parliament have encouraged and even initiated, could produce patient movements in which the collective's engagement is more strongly articulated to individuals' experience and self-expression.

From a totally different perspective, Doctissimo, the health site frequented most by the general public, mixes discursive approaches (educational, scientific, emotional, critical, even ludic – with tests –, etc.), multiplies the number of speakers (doctor in white coat, journalist, expert interviewed, etc.), and diversifies the mediums (video, text, schemas, oral, etc.). As a mass media site, it wants to appeal to as wide a public as possible, but as a modern medium its aim is also to draw individualized audiences. The multiplication of sections is intended not to increase the range of knowledge and its specialization in an encyclopaedic perspective, but to allow for different interpretations, depending on the readers' supposed expectations, capacities and competencies.
We could criticize the internal contradictions of the site that opens its home page on cancer with the controversy over the usefulness of screening, and then explains on another page that the same screening is indispensable. But this liberal approach to the treatment of information as a market that should propose products to suit each person's taste, has the effect of broadening the viewpoints of patient-readers and the range of their possible opinions – to the extent that just next to "certified" information, the reader is invited to debate the subject.

As we have seen, from the first page US sites establish equivalence between all the possible patient profiles: the activist, information-seeker, member of a community, and so on, without any distinction in the style or format.
Everywhere, including on the specialized explanatory pages, the same combination is maintained and the visitor can easily switch from one position to another: being ill and engaging in a local committee; relating one's story and training to become an activist, and so on. In this perspective, supplying the patient with information (or as a patient training to be an activist), is a way of participating in the organization's public action:

*NBCCF believes that being informed can help you get better care. Patients who know more about their care choices tend to worry less and get better results. If you live in the United States, you can get excellent breast cancer care. But you could also get care that is wrong for you. This can happen even with good insurance and good doctors. Some breast cancer patients get very poor care. NBCCF is fighting for a better system. But for now, you need tips for getting care that is right for you.*

**CONCLUSION**

As we reach the end of this analysis, one conclusion is obvious: on the whole, French websites that propose information on cancer correspond to the traditional definition of the
patient-professional relationship that gives medical professionals virtually unquestionable authority. These professionals are systematically mobilized to certify the knowledge imparted on the disease. Although doctors today express their uncertainty during consultations, information on the Internet is still monopolized by professionals, or the people relaying them, who tend to "set" it or at least not to present its more dynamic dimension. Laypersons' talk does have the possibility of emerging on many sites, where it is sometimes even presented as indispensable, but the mechanisms studied stop halfway. This talk is often confined to mutual help or, on more open sites, is privatized or not synthesized. It seems that the absence of translators or spokespersons strongly inhibits the emergence of lay knowledge in oncology. Moreover, the forms of action proposed to the patients or visitors of cancer sites are oriented primarily in two directions: a donation only, without any possibility of discussing the allocation of funds; and the creation of a community which provides its members with solidarity and support. Once again, the traditional French model remains intact: patient organizations provide support and popularized information, above all. The French situation is therefore not comparable to that in the US where patient organizations have been able to develop a militant approach.

Should we conclude that French cancer organizations' mobilization of the Internet is futile? This needs to be qualified by two observations. First, through their presence on the Web, non-profit organizations and other groups have prompted professionals to take an interest in this tool, and thus to recognize the existence of a new space of expression competing with that of traditional medicine. The financing that we have obtained from the INCA is an illustration of this, among others. Second, the possibilities afforded by writing on the Web have allowed for the emergence of a legitimate lay talk, and sometimes one that is even recognized as being as important as the organization itself or as information given by professionals. Such mechanisms as forums, question pages, spaces for accounts of personal experiences, or embedded video sequences – have made patients and some of their claims visible. Even if the shift from the individual to the collective is not observed, patient collectives are beginning to take root and individual talk is sometimes of critical importance.


